Robust design has been gaining wide attention and its applications have been extended to making reliable decisions when designing complex engineering systems under a multidisciplinary design environment. Though the usefulness of robust multidisciplinary design is widely acknowledged, its implementation is rare.
Introduction
Robust design has been gaining wide attention and its applications have been extended from improving the quality of individual components to designing complex engineering systems. The methods for robust design have progressed from the initial Taguchi's "parameter design method" [1] to recent nonlinear programming methods [2] [3] [4] that formulate robust design problems as nonlinear optimization problems with multiple objectives subject to feasibility robustness. Based on its fundamental principle, i.e., improving the quality of a product by minimizing the effects of variation without eliminating the causes [1] , robust design has become one of the powerful tools to assist designers to make reliable decisions under uncertainties [5] . Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) is another useful tool for designing complex systems [6] [7] [8] . MDO focuses on optimizing the performance and reducing the costs of complex systems involving multiple interacting disciplines, such as those found in aircraft, spacecraft, automobiles, and industrial manufacturing applications. It is generally recognized that there always exist uncertainties in any engineering systems due to variations in design conditions and predictions used in mathematical models [9] . However, even though we have seen many applications of MDO, the treatment of uncertainties under multidisciplinary design has received very limited attention [10, 11] . There is a great potential to integrate the robust design concept and the MDO framework for rational decisionmaking in designing complex systems.
In recent developments, some preliminary results of robust design for MDO are reported [11, 12, 14] . In these works, response surface models for system level objective and constraints are created to replace the computationally expensive simulation models. Based on the simplified models, the mean and variance of the system behaviors are evaluated through uncertainty analysis and then utilized to obtain the robust optimal solutions. When conducting uncertainty analysis, most of these approaches utilize design evaluations at the system level, namely, the all-in-one approach.
Our aim in this paper is to integrate the robust design concept with MDO by applying efficient methods for uncertainty analysis that bring the features of MDO framework into consideration. The developed methods will assist designers to make reliable decisions when there are uncertainties associated with both design parameters and design models. The techniques used for uncertainty analysis will significantly reduce x are the design variables (parameters) used in more than one subsystems. They are termed as sharing variables in the literature [7] . 
Formulation of Robust Multidisciplinary Optimization
From the viewpoint of robust design, the goal of a design is to make the system (or product) inert to the potential variations without eliminating the sources of uncertainty [1] . The same concept is used here to reduce the impact of both external and internal uncertainties associated with the mathematical models used in MDO. The robust optimization objective is achieved by simultaneously "optimizing the mean performance" and "reducing the performance variation", subject to the robustness of constraints (feasibility robustness) [9] 
with The evaluations of standard deviations a s and g s are more complicated and computationally intensive compared to those of mean values. Efficient methods for uncertainty analysis have been developed to bring the features of MDO framework into consideration. We will provide the details in the next section.
Uncertainty Analysis under the MDO Framework
Two methods have been developed to evaluate the variance of the end performance of a multidisciplinary design system, given the descriptions of both internal and external uncertainties. One is called the system uncertainty analysis method (SUAM) and the other concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis method (CSSUAM).
System Uncertainty Analysis Method (SUAM)
The SUAM is an approach that utilizes Taylor approximations as well as sensitivity analysis (firstorder derivatives) to evaluate the mean and variance of system attributes subject to both internal and external uncertainties in a multidisciplinary system. To obtain the variances of system outputs, linking variables )
are first linearized by first-order Taylor approximations at the system level and then derived simultaneously based on a set of linear equations. Next, within each individual subsystem, the system outputs ) 
which yields
where
are the identity matrixes), . (11) The reorganization of the above equation yields
where (12) are mutually independent, the variance of a general system output can be expressed as
and all the 2 s are the variance vectors. From Eqn. (13), it is noted that with this approach the total variation of a system output can be derived as the sum of the variations contributed by four individual sources, i.e., the sharing variables x s , the subsystem variables x , the linking variable i y , and the model uncertainty associated with system output i z . The derivation is based on the independence assumption among all the variances.
Concurrent Subsystem Uncertainty Analysis Method (CSSUAM)
To reduce the computational demand of system level analysis and to make use of the parallel computing technique, a concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis method (CSSUAM) is developed to estimate the mean and variance of end system performance. Uncertainty analysis is carried out locally within each subsystem, and the compatibility among subsystems is achieved by matching the linking variables i y . As shown in Fig. 3 , the compatibility is realized by a system level optimizer which sets the target values of the mean and variance of the linking variables and minimizes the deviations between the targets and those that are actually generated through the subsystems analyses. 
Implementation of Robust Multidisciplinary
Design Based on the robust design formulation presented in Section 2.2 and the proposed uncertainty analysis methods in Section 2.3, a robust multidisciplinary design procedure is developed as shown in Fig. 4 . Given the probabilistic descriptions of uncertain information, the procedure will first check whether the models for subsystems ) , , ( are computationally expensive to evaluate. If yes, surrogate models (for example, response surface models) can be created to replace the initial expensive models. Obviously, using surrogate models will introduce additional uncertainty (internal uncertainty). If the errors of surrogate models can be estimated, the error model of internal uncertainty will be modified accordingly.
When implementing optimization for robust design, the methods for uncertainty analysis as those introduced in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are used.
Example Problems
Two mathematical problems are used in this work to illustrate the tangible effects of the proposed approach. The problems are constructed to have the challenging features of a MDO problem, such as highly nonlinear behaviors, strong couplings, multiple systems, stochastic design variables, and uncertainty of models. We note that the partitioning into "disciplines" is artificial in both examples. The second problem is Figure 4 . Procedure of Robust Multidisciplinary Optimization slightly different from the first one in that the end system performance function z is more dependent on the linking variables. In both cases, the constraints are constructed to bound the design variables and make the problems highly constrained.
3.1
Example 1 Two subsystems are considered in this example. Fig. 5 is an information flow diagram of the example. The functional relationships are represented as: ) is used in the constraints to evaluate feasibility robustness. The parameter and model uncertainties are defined in Table 1 .
Both the SUAM and the CSSUAM are used to evaluate the mean and variance of each system output. To illustrate the accuracy of these techniques, we compare the results of z1 and z2 obtained at three different design points using SUAM and CSSUAM with those obtained from Monte Carlo simulations (MCS). The size of the MCS is chosen as 10,000, large enough to be considered as the "real solution" for the purpose of confirmation. Random simulations are picked to follow normal distributions of the random variables. From the comparison in Table 2 , it is noted that the variance obtained using the SUAM are very close to that from the Monte Carlo simulation. The errors of σ z1 and σ z2 are all less than 1%. The CSSUAM also provides a good approximation of the system variance, however it is not as accurate as SUAM.
Table 1. Descriptions of Parameter and Model Uncertainties
Mean value Standard deviation Table 3 . In addition to the optimal solutions, the mean and variance of each output z, the values of objective function (F), and constraint functions (g) are also provided. It is observed that the optimum solution generated by SUAM and CSSUAM are all very close to that from the MCS. Since the design solution from SUAM is closer to that of the MCS, the mean and variance of performance obtained by these two methods are closer. The mean and variance obtained from the SUAM and the CSSUAM Figure 5 . Information Flow -Example 1 From the comparison in Table 4 , it is noted that the variances confirmed for SUAM are very close to the reference solutions (from MCS as shown in the last column of Table 3 ). The CSSUAM also provides a good approximation of the system variances at the optimum point, however they are not as accurate as those from SUAM. For this case study, approximations using both methods are acceptable from the practical viewpoint. 
Example 2
Example 2 is constructed to involve higher dependence between the system output z and the linking variable. The mathematical problem is described as the following with the information flow diagram represented in Fig. 6 : 
The probabilistic distributions of input and model uncertainties are the same as those considered for example 1 (see Table 1 ). The robust design model is formulated as: Similar to the studies implemented for example 1, we first compare the accuracy of the proposed uncertainty analysis method at three different design points, using the results from 10,000 MCS as the reference for confirmation (see Table 5 ). It is observed that both SUAM and CSSUAM introduce little deviation in mean evaluation when compared with the results from MCS. For the estimation of the standard deviations, the SUAM provides very close values to those from MCS. The relative errors of σ z do not exceed 2% at the studying points for SUAM. However, the errors are much larger for CSSUAM, with the error of the first point close to 19%. Different uncertainty analysis methods have also resulted in different robust design solutions. A comparison is provided in Table 6 . The constraints are all active for this example. The optimal design point identified by SUAM is very close to that from the MCS. Considering the stochastic nature (e.g., different seed numbers for generating random numbers) when using MCS for optimization, this difference can be considered as negligible. MCS is also used to verify the true system performance at the optimal point obtained by SUAM. These verification results can be found in the column of SUAM*. Though the optimum solution identified by CSSUAM is feasible and better for minimizing the objective function, the MCS confirmation reveals that the solution point is indeed not feasible. Specifically, the verified probability that y 21 is less than 12 turns to be 74.5% while the original constraint is set at 84.1% (k=1) for constraint satisfaction.
Discussions
Compared to the use of MCS for uncertainty analysis, both the SUAM and CSSUAM can significantly improve the computational efficiency of robust design in MDO applications. For the evaluation of the mean values of system outputs, only one analysis at the system level is required when using the SUAM. No analysis at the system level is required if using the CSSUAM. For the calculation of variance, if neglecting the evaluation of the firstorder derivatives, SUAM only needs one analysis at the system level for solving the simultaneous linear equations to obtain the linear approximations of linking variables y ∆ . The amount of calculation thus depends on the number of linking variables. A small number of linking variables and design variables is preferred to deal with the inversion of matrix A and to conduct analysis at the system level. This amount of evaluation required for SUAM is also associated with the total number of design variables s x and i x (i=1,…, n) for derivative evaluations. When the number of linking variables and the total number of input variables is large, to reduce the computational effort, the CSSUAM can be employed. The CSSUAM does not involve any system level analysis. All the calculations are implemented at the subsystems level, where the dimensions can be significantly reduced compared to the SUAM. On the other hand, the number of subsystem analysis may increase due to the optimization process at the top level (see Fig. 3 ). 
